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Share sensitive information only on official, secure websites.. FEMA maintains and updates
data through flood maps and risk assessments. As of Feb. The previous email, MIPHelp
riskmapcds. In addition, on Feb. Sign up for emails to keep up with the latest developments in
flood mapping. View Risk MAP guidelines and standards for flood risk analysis and mapping
activities. FEMA provides a monthly summary to Congress providing details on flood risk
mapping activities. Read about the Technical Mapping Advisory Council , a federal advisory
committee. Cooperating Technical Partners are communities, regional agencies, state agencies,
universities and tribal nations that become more active participants in the FEMA flood hazard
mapping program. To help understand the realities of levee risk , FEMA provides community
outreach tools and construction guidelines related to levee risk. Tips for homeowners,
community officials, engineers, insurance professionals and other stakeholder groups about
understanding risk. Official websites use. Flood Maps. FEMA provides flood hazard and risk
data to help guide mitigation actions. Submit a Letter of Map Change Request. Regulatory Flood
Map Products. Levee Flood Risk. Last updated February 16, If you see a hardiness zone in a
gardening catalog or plant description, chances are it refers to this USDA map. Click here for
more information about hardiness maps. Gardeners need a way to compare their garden
climates with the climate where a plant is known to grow well. That's why climate zone maps
were created. Zone maps are tools that show where various permanent landscape plants can
adapt. If you want a shrub, perennial, or tree to survive and grow year after year, the plant must
tolerate year-round conditions in your area, such as the lowest and highest temperatures and
the amount and distribution of rainfall. To help develop the new map, USDA and OSU requested
that horticultural and climatic experts review the zones in their geographic area, and trial
versions of the new map were revised based on their expert input. Compared to the version,
zone boundaries in the edition of the map have shifted in many areas. This is mostly a result of
using temperature data from a longer and more recent time period; the new map uses data
measured at weather stations during the year period In contrast, the map was based on
temperature data from only a year period of However, some of the changes in the zones are a
result of new, more sophisticated methods for mapping zones between weather stations. These
include algorithms that considered for the first time such factors as changes in elevation,
nearness to large bodies of water, and position on the terrain, such as valley bottoms and ridge
tops. Also, the new map used temperature data from many more stations than did the map.
These advances greatly improved the accuracy and detail of the map, especially in mountainous
regions of the western United States. In some cases, they resulted in changes to cooler, rather
than warmer, zones. The USDA map is the one most gardeners in the eastern United States rely
on, and the one that most national garden magazines, catalogs, books, websites and nurseries
currently use. This map divides North America into 11 separate zones. In some versions of the
map, each zone is further divided into "a" and "b" regions. Click on your region for an enlarged
view. That area is comparatively flat, so mapping is mostly a matter of drawing lines
approximately parallel to the Gulf Coast every miles or so as you move north. The lines tilt
northeast as they approach the Eastern Seaboard. They also demarcate the special climates
formed by the Great Lakes and by the Appalachian mountain ranges. But this map has
shortcomings. In the eastern half of the country, the USDA map doesn't account for the
beneficial effect of a snow cover over perennial plants, the regularity or absence of freeze-thaw
cycles, or soil drainage during cold periods. And in the rest of the country west of the th
meridian, which runs roughly through the middle of North and South Dakota and down through
Texas west of Laredo , the USDA map fails. Many factors beside winter lows, such as elevation
and precipitation, determine western growing climates in the West. Weather comes in from the
Pacific Ocean and gradually becomes less marine humid and more continental drier as it moves
over and around mountain range after mountain range. While cities in similar zones in the East
can have similar climates and grow similar plants, in the West it varies greatly. For example, the
weather and plants in low elevation, coastal Seattle are much different than in high elevation,
inland Tucson, Arizona, even though they're in the same zone USDA zone 8. Use these
convenient icons to share this page on various social media platforms:. Signup Login Toggle
navigation. Find your zone using the map below or enter your zip code. Member Login:
Username or email:. Pinterest Facebook Youtube Twitter Instagram. These are areas which
range in minimum temperatures from degrees Fahrenheit to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. This system
was designed for the gardening and agricultural industry. It was a way for companies to
demonstrate which plants would work best in which areas, based on climate. It is important
information for professional landscapers, as well as farmers. Also, which perennials will work
as true perennials, and which will have to be treated as annuals. Knowing which planting zone
you are located in can impact your gardening success in tremendous ways. We commonly
perceive certain states as sharing similar climate conditions. Here are the 3 ways to use the

map, use whichever method you prefer:. Once the data is in, the process starts with determining
the average minimum annual temperature per area. Based on these averages, different USDA
zones have been created. When deciding what to plant in each zone, the plant must be able to
thrive in a climate with such low temperature. Otherwise, you need to plant it as an annual.
Planting a garden is an investment of both time and money. Once you know your zone, you
know how which plant you can grow and how large of a time window you have for growing the
plant. Whereas people in zone seven through ten can produce a variety of plants practically
year-round. There are other pieces to the gardening puzzle. Planting in quality soil is important.
Also, be sure to amend your soil with compost and other organic matter to help make it fluffy
and well-drained. Everything needs water. Pretty simple to understand, right? Well, there are a
few more elements to understanding how to water your garden correctly. The rule of thumb is to
give your plants one inch of water per week. Be sure to apply the water in one or two deep
watering sessions per week instead of four or five shallow watering sessions throughout the
week. As everything needs water, everything needs sunlight too. Be sure your garden is in a
sunny location with well-draining soil. That leads to different temperatures and planting times,
but they all have to face certain weather conditions common to their area. For example, zone
eight spreads from the east coast of the United States to the west coast. What one person in
zone 8 may deal with on the east coast, someone on the west coast in zone 8 may not have to
deal with. Certain areas of zone 8 are much hotter than other areas. Some small areas within the
zone might also have microclimates that makes the general climate different to the surrounding
areas. If you live in an area where you know you will face extremely high temperatures or
drought at some point in the gardening season, you could plan ahead by creating a hugelkultur
garden. Understanding what weather threats are common in your region can help you better
prepare your garden. All of these factors can be considered and planned for to give your garden
the greatest chance of success. Now that you know what your planting zone is, the next step is
to know what to do with that information. Each plant has zone requirement. Corn, for example,
can only be grown in zones four to eight. You can usually find the zone requirement on seed
packets. On the other hand, if you live in warm zones, you might be able to grow some annuals
as perennials. Kale is a vegetable that grows in all zones, but you can grow it as perennials if
you live in zones 7 and up. Which is great if you want to have kale all year long. Make sure to
know which annuals can be planted as perennials in your zone because choosing to plant
perennials will make your garden more productive. Many people in colder locations use
greenhouses to prolong their growing period. You can also practice straw bale gardening to be
able to plant earlier since you build the garden and soil each year. With the USDA map, you can
find out what plants you can grow. Use the frost dates finder to find out the average first and
last frost date in your area. Pin to Pinterest. Your privacy is important to us. Stay tuned for the
first newsletter in the morning, straight to your inbox. For now, feel free to continue reading.
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Subscribe to the Morning Newsletter. Thank you for Subscribing. Customize: Initials State
Names Blank. This US map time zones with states is interactive and provides an at a glace view
of all time across the US. Just click on any state above and see the current time and date.
Change settings to see full state names, state initials or choose Blank to see just the map.
Check out the new World Clock. With World Clock you can keep track of time anywhere around
the world. Rename the clock and see your most used time zones at a glance. Free printable time
zone map for North America. Click on the map you want below, download the PDF and print.
Printable US timezone map with state names. Great for a quick reference. US timezone map
that's printable. Outline map of North America. Great for coloring, and adding your own
information. No color but includes state names. Has colors indicating timezones for each state.
For those whose co-workers, friends or family are spread across the world, this tool offers a
quick reference of where and when they are. Schedule meetings and trips easily. This app lets
you see any time in another time zone. Convert from one timezone to another easily. Time zone
map of USA. Print this map. Pacific PT Mountain MT Central CT Eastern EST All Pacific
Mountain Central Eastern. Looking for a printable time zone map? Click print above or scroll
below for PDFs. Full size map. Printable time zone map Free printable time zone map for North
America. Printable maps of US with state names. US Timezone map that's printable. Time zones
at a glance US states and time zones. Alabama CST. Alaska AKST. Arkansas CT. California PT.
Colorado MT. Connecticut ET. Delaware ET. District of Columbia ET. Florida ET. Georgia ET.
Hawaii HAST. Idaho MT. Illinois CT. Indiana ET. Iowa CT. Kansas CT, MT. Louisiana CT. Maine
ET. Maryland ET. Massachusetts ET. Michigan ET. Minnesota CT. Mississippi CT. Missouri CT.
Montana MT, PT. Nebraska CT, MT. Nevada PT. New Hampshire ET. New Mexico MT. New York
ET. North Carolina ET. Ohio ET. Oklahoma CT. Oregon PT. Pennsylvania ET. Rhode Island ET.
South Carolina ET. Tennessee CT. Texas CT. Utah MT. Vermont ET. Virgina ET. Washington PT.
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nnecticut EST. Delaware EST. District of Columbia EST. Florida EST. Puerto Rico EST. Georgia
EST. Illinois CST. Indiana EST. Iowa CST. Kentucky CST. Louisiana CST. Maine EST. Maryland
EST. Massachusetts EST. Michigan EST. Minnesota CST. Mississippi CST. Missouri CST.
Nevada PST. New Hampshire EST. New Jersey EST. New Mexico MST. New York EST. North
Carolina EST. Ohio EST. Oklahoma CST. Oregon PST. Pennsylvania EST. Rhode Island EST.
South Carolina EST. Tennessee CST. Texas CST. Utah MST. Vermont EST. Virginia EST.
Washington PST. West Virginia EST. Wyoming MST. California PST. World Clock Tool For those
whose co-workers, friends or family are spread across the world, this tool offers a quick
reference of where and when they are. Convert a time zone Tool Schedule meetings and trips
easily. Resources Article Tons of tips and reosurces for all your time zone needs. Eastern Tool
Eastern time now. Central Tool Central time now. Mountain Tool Mountain time now. Pacific
Tool Pacific time now.

